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A wet wintery snow blizzard caused several buildings and dormitories on campus to go without power for several days.

Haylee Lenkey
Assistant News Editor

The entire Montclair State
University campus community is recovering from a bizarre blizzard that hit campus. It began on the morning
of Saturday, Oct. 29, the aftermath of which continued
into Halloween and resulted
in numerous downed power
lines, fallen trees and power
loss in many major buildings

and residence halls including Hawk Crossings, Sinatra
Hall and the Village.
“The weather report called
for snow to start later in the
day, [but] not to stick until after 7 p.m. or so,” said
Dr. Karen Pennington. “As
we know, the snow started
around 11 a.m. and began to
stick right away. There was
no way to anticipate the number of broken trees, downed
power lines and transformer

fires that resulted.”
All power in the residence
halls and other electrical
outlets was severed on Clove
Road after a tree fell over
and knocked down the main
electrical line. Efforts were
immediately enacted to restore this main road and its
buildings back to power.
“I had my staff in for Homecoming, and had them stay
through until Sunday night,”
said Gregory Bressler, vice

president of University Facilities.
A large tree knocked
over a power line and ignited a fire farther down
Clove Road on Saturday
night. This event is not being handled by the University, however, as the area
in which it occurred is under the jurisdiction of Public Electricity. The tree has
Winter Continued on Page 5

The Students for a Democratic Society attended a
meeting of the Board of Trustees on Thursday, Oct. 27 with
the intentions of enabling a
silent protest.
“We were planning on duct
taping our mouths and holding up signs to show how we
have no voice,” said Lisa Grab,
organizer for Students for a
Democratic Society. “Right before we were about to do that,
the student trustees came over
and told us that we can speak
if we write a letter to them before the meeting saying what
we want to talk about.”
There were a total of 10
members of the Students for
a Democratic Society at the
meeting.
Before the students could
enact their silent protest at
4:45 p.m., the student trustees spoke to the SDS in order
to resolve the situation before
it could get out of hand.
“We spoke with them and
had a great conversation with
them,” said Jon Aronoff, student representative for the

Trustees Continued on Page 3

Campus Health Center Plans to Open on Weekends
Mike Conforti
Staff Writer

As a result of student demand, the University Administration is considering
extending the hours of the
campus Health Center, which
is
currently opened from
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. and Friday from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The Student Affairs Committee of the Student Government Association originally proposed the idea as a
response to student concern
over the issue. Casey Coleman, Student Affairs chairperson, spoke of the catalyst
as a reoccurring theme. “We
need to brush off that weare-a-commuter-school feel,”
Coleman said.

Although the Health Center still responds to emergency services with EMS,
students feel inconvenienced
by its lack of weekend hours.
“The main obstacle to the
daily schedule is that the idea
has to go through so many
people,” said Coleman.
Dr. Rose Howell, Dean of
Students will help evaluate the proposal. Several requests from Student Affairs
have resulted in discussion
and debate on the issue. “The
University Health Center is
in the process of developing
a plan to open on the weekends for a few hours,” Howell
said.
New weekend operational
hours may have at least a
Health Continued on Page 7
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Offensive Note Slipped Under LGBT Door
University upholds zero tolerance bias crime policy
Joseph Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

A biased note was found in a Montclair State University room where the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) had a meeting. They took
the note as a threat against their sexuality.
The letter stated: “You will feel the
wrath of Allah/ Your thoughts are immoral/ homosexuality is sin/ Allah says
you must pay.”
“We have several promising leads after initial interviews and case analysis
and hope the affected LGBT community has continued confidence of their
safety on this campus,” said Lt. Kieran
Barrett of the MSUPD. “We hope to resolve this in the immediate future and
we will endeavor to publicize this when
we can.”
“Any time an incident like this occurs, the LGBT Center does its best
to respond in a loving and respectful
way,” said Ami MacMath, program assistant of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender Center. “Responding in a hateful way to an act of hate
is counterproductive for everyone. Instead of focusing on how this incident

can divide communities, we can try to
think about ways that this can unite
folks around a common goal of creating
safety for all students on campus.”
An investigation began immediately
after the incident was reported, according to Barrett.
“Each person
will have a different response
to an incident
like this,” said
M a c M a t h .
“There is no
right or wrong
way to feel. What
is important is
to stay positive
and think about
ways that we
can unite as a
community
to
prevent further
incidents from
occurring.”
The note was
found in the
morning of Oct.
20 on the first floor of the Student Center Annex.
David Grice, a sophomore and member of SPECTRUMS, wonders how safe
the University is.

“This incident is an occurrence that
has truly shaken the LGBT community
to its core,” said Grice. “For living and
studying on a campus that advertises itself as an extremely safe and accepting
University, to hear that such a threatening and
dangerous
incident
has
occurred really makes
you question if this
school is really as safe
as it advertises.”
“The
University
values its
diverse constituencies
and has a
‘no
tolerance policy’
Image courtesy of montclair.edu for bias intimidation
on campus,” said Dr. Karen Pennington, vice president for Student Development and Campus Life. “As part of the
University’s commitment to education
in a global society that includes indi-

viduals of different and varied groups,
forums and events are held regularly
on campus to address and discuss bias
intimidation, mutual respect for others
and campus safety.”
The Muslim Student Association Eboard issued the following statement,
as the note mentioned Allah:
“[We] applaud the University’s zero
tolerance policy towards bigotry, hate,
bias and/or violence. No student should
be intimidated because of their membership in legitimate campus organizations or due to their individual religious beliefs, political leanings, sexual
preferences, age, disability, color, creed
or national origin. As Muslim students,
we can empathize with those facing acts
of intimidation and we stand against
anyone who would use such a tactic.”
As this is an ongoing investigation,
details cannot be released at this time,
according to Barrett.
“Students should know where their
resources are and utilize them as needed,” said MacMath. “Offices like the
LGBT Center, CAPS, Health Promotion, the Center for Student Involvement, etc. are here to help.”
Anyone with information regarding
this case or others are encouraged to
contact the MSUPD at (973)-655-5222,
where they can remain anonymous.

Trustees
Continued From Page 1

Board of Trustees. “We let them know
that if they had any other questions
they can contact us. Anyone can talk at
a board meeting; they are just asked to
e-mail or write a letter ahead of time.”
The student representatives for the
Board of Trustees want to inform the
students of MSU that they all have a
right to speak at the meetings. They
encourage students to do so if they
have any kind of problem regarding the
University. If students have something
they would like to say or a point they
would like to make, they are asked to
e-mail a student representative of the
Board in order to allow them to speak
to the Board of Trustees.
Although students are encouraged
to speak their minds, and to let representatives know if they have an issue,
there are still rules that they need to
follow. The University is supportive of
concerned students.
“Students should know that assembly is part of the democratic process,”
said Lt. Kieran Barrett of the University Police. “However, they need to be
mindful that they cannot let protest
actions interrupt the process of higher
education in the classroom or operations.”
“[The MSUPD] were there and it
was determined our presence was not

needed,” said Barrett. “For such cases
we would be summoned to ensure it
is a safe gathering and then it would
be determined if we need to remain or
we can leave. These students posed no
threat to safety or university operations.”
Although the students had intentions to carry out the peaceful protest,
they decided to postpone it until they

had done more research regarding the
rules of protesting on campus. The SDS
decided to watch the remainder of the
Board of Trustees meeting without
duct-taped mouths or other signs of
protest.
“The most important thing about the
meeting was that SGA President Jared
Shababb was expected to address the
board at the end of the meeting,” said

Grab. “But he did not even show up and
there was no one designated to speak
on his behalf so there was absolutely no
student voice or representation at the
meeting.”
Students from the SDS met with
President Susan Cole last night to discuss student representation. Check
back for details from the meeting exclusively at themontclarion.org.

The Montclarion | Catherine Baxter

The Board of Trustees held their monthly meeting during which Students for a Democratic Society planned to protest.

Snow Fails to Dampen Homecoming Spirit
Lindsay Rassmann
Staff Writer

Homecoming weekend was greeted
by more than just Western Connecticut: a rare October snowfall was the
cause of several Homecoming weekend
adjustments.
Many of Montclair’s Homecoming
festivities were cancelled due to the
inclement weather. Helicopter rides,
campus tours, carnival rides and the
Drums of Thunder halftime show were
among some of the activities that were
called off.
Based on forecasts, Montclair State
University planned to move to their
“rain day” plans, according to Julie
Fleming, assistant director for Student
Involvement. The rain plans moved
many of the events to indoor locations
such as the Student Center and Memorial Auditorium.
SLAM and the SGA played a major role in programming for Homecoming weekend. “Overall, we had a very
memorable homecoming,” said Nicaury
Santana, president of SLAM. “Since
the week started we’ve had double
the amount of students come to all of

our events; even the snow didn’t stop
them.”
While the weather was dreary, some
students and alumni came out to support their fellow Red Hawks. People
still attended Homecoming events and

Image courtesy of Monica DeMarco

Hamid Sesay and Kristine Listwan at the
game.

had a good time, according to Fleming.
“The showcase met capacity (986) and
several people had to be turned away,”
Fleming said.
“SLAM and the SGA are very pleased
with the turnout and can’t wait to do
more events for the students,” said
Santana.
The snow did not deter some eager
Red Hawks, like Monica DeMarco. “I
went to the football game because my
friends play football,” said DeMarco. “I
went to support them – even though I
ended up getting sick from standing in
the snow.
“We played a good game despite the
weather,” said DeMarco. “The true fans
came out as they usually do. Homecoming would not have been the same without the football game.”
“The snow came earlier than we had
expected, and we know people left earlier than they would have,” Fleming
said. “We always have a rain plan, but
we have never had to plan for snow and
all that comes with it.
“For the most part, we were able to
hold most of the events, albeit scaled
back,” Fleming said. “Obviously, we
plan to be outside and to be able to accommodate large numbers, and when

the weather doesn’t cooperate, we are
forced to cut back and move things
around.” Fleming added the carnival
will be rescheduled for the spring.

Image courtesy of Monica DeMarco

The snow didn't stop Steve Hansen and
Monica DeMarco from showing spirit.
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November
at the College of the Arts
Nov. 5 • 8:00pm

John J. Cali School of Music

MSU Symphony Orchestra
Ken Lam, conductor

Alexander Kasser Theater

Nov. 6 • 3:00pm

John J. Cali School of Music

University Singers & Wind Symphony
Heather J. Buchanan and Thomas McCauley, conductors

Alexander Kasser Theater
Nov. 17, 18 & 21 • 7:30pm,
Nov. 19 • 2:00pm & 8:00pm, Nov. 20 • 2:00pm

Department of Theatre and Dance

Stage Door
By Edna Ferber and George
Directed by Susan Kerner

S. Kaufman

Edna Ferber and George S. Kaufman’s hilarious 1936 love letter to life onstage!.

Alexander Kasser Theater

Photo: Montclair State University/Mike Peters.
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973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student IDs.
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Winter
Continued From Page 1

Students attempt to walk down Clove Road because shuttle bus services were suspended due to the weather.
since remained down, blocking sections
of Clove Road and Longhill Road.
Power was slow to return to the residence halls due to a need to take the
power restoration process step by step.
Electricity was the first to be restored,
then fire alarms were revived, the elevator system was reset and finally, the
sprinkler systems were in need of recharging as they were previously emptied so that the pipes would not burst.
As of 3 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 30,
students living in Hawk Crossings received a mandate to evacuate their
rooms because of the lack of emergency
power and sanitation. The main generator that runs the sanitary lift station
ceased to work, which meant that sewage would not be carried through the
system. Students were encouraged to
seek refuge with friends living in Russ,
Freeman and Bohn Halls, with the Village and Sinatra Hall also on the list of
places they could take refuge.
If these areas were not an option for
any reason, Stone and Webster Halls
were opened to accommodate those
who were displaced. Each student was
given a linen package for their temporary placement. Blanton Hall was not
utilized, as it is currently undergoing
renovations.
David Grice, a resident of Hawk
Crossings, was one of many students
who sought refuge in Webster Hall
after spending Saturday night in his
apartment.
“We stayed the night in our apartment with no other choice but to stay
on the floor of [another residence hall],”
Grice said.
“The next day, we were evacuated in
the early afternoon with the choice of
going home, finding our own housing or
going to Webster or Stone Hall,” Grice
said. “We were told to bring enough
supplies for 24 hours.”
Should an issue of safety within a
residence hall arise again, the University plans to take a similar course of
action.
“We’re hoping there will not be a
next time,” said Dominic Petruzzelli,
executive director of Residential Education and Services. “However, we are
prepared to enact the same process as
we did this past weekend should power
and heat go out for an extended period
of time.”
Students left their rooms as early
as Saturday night, finding shelter off
campus. Many others, however, chose
to stay in their rooms as long as possible.
Brittany Clemente, a resident of
Hawk Crossings, dealt with the confusion of whether to stay or leave her
room.
“We figured the power would come on

The Montclarion | Joseph Lisnow

Students bundled up to try and stay warm as many were left with
no heat.

The Montclarion | Joseph Lisnow

at some point,” Clemente said. “Saturday night we stayed in our apartment
and Sunday morning we realized the
power was still not on. We were getting
really worried about our food spoiling
at this point. [But] it wasn’t until the
mandatory evacuations that we decided to move.”
The University is aware of the students who chose to stay in their rooms,
yet stands by the assistance that was
offered to them.
“We opened Stone and Webster and
encouraged students to move for their
comfort and safety,” Pennington said.
“Some did, some chose to stick it out.”
Students living in the Village and
Hawk Crossings were also offered free
meals in Freeman Hall and Sam’s Place
until Tuesday, Nov. 1, as they were unable to use their rooms for cooking or
food storage.
Despite what was offered to the students in this unexpected time of need,
many still felt displaced, frustrated
and helpless.
“Coming back to campus, I was really upset [when] power still wasn’t on,”
Clemente said. “I felt homeless.
“All of my food was [spoiled],” Clemente said. “I hope the school plans to
reimburse us because we lost hundreds
of dollars worth of food.”
As of noon on Oct. 31 the Village,
Sinatra Hall and Hawk Crossings were
all restored to power. Students who
sought refuge in Webster or Stone Hall
were asked to check out and return
home. Clean up of downed trees and
electrical wires is still ongoing and is
not expected to be completed for several days.

CHECK OUT
WINTER
WEEKEND STORM
PICTURES ONLINE
AT:
The Montclarion | Joseph Lisnow

Some students went home or stayed with other residents while they
remained without power.

THEMONTCLARION.ORG
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Res Halls Heat Up with Insufficient Systems
Students frustrated with controlled thermostats in dorms
Jamie Wisniewski
Staff Writer

Heating systems have not been efficient in many dorms on campus since
the start of the recent cold weather.
The constant changes in temperature
have demanded heat some days but not
others. Residents in different buildings
are having different experiences with
the heating systems.
Buildings like Freeman, Webster
and Bohn are centrally controlled,
which means that students are unable
to regulate the temperature in their
rooms.
Leah McClish, a resident of Bohn
Hall, has been satisfied with her dorm’s
temperature. “It’s been pretty warm in

Bohn,” she said. “Even though we don’t
control it, it still keeps the building
warm and comfortable.”
Dominic Petruzzelli, executive director of Residential Education and Services, explained the University’s efforts
to control the heating systems.
“We have been watching the weather each day in order to determine how
much heat to provide in buildings such
as Freeman, Bohn and Webster, and
provide the amount of heat needed at
the time and not let the systems run
full blast,” Petruzzelli said.
The Village, Machuga and Dinallo
Heights have a central HVAC system
so the entire complex is either on heat
or air conditioning. There is one vent in
the foyer of each apartment, which is
centrally controlled. The fan coil units

The Montclarion | Joseph Lisnow

Charles Welch tries to cool off in his room in Russ Hall despite having
control over his thermostat.

The Montclarion | Andrew Mears

in each individual room can be controlled by the resident.
“I’m not sure if the University has
not turned on the heat yet, or it’s just
not working well,” explained Melody
Wang, a resident of the Heights. “I
have the heat turned up high and no
warm air seems to be coming out.”
Residents of the Village have not
had the best luck with their heating
systems either. “The heat was finally
turned on and it’s even worse than before,” explained Christina McCall. “The
heat is so dry, and I think it’s causing
people to become sick when they go out
into the cold.”
The temperature control in Sinatra
Hall can go from heating to cooling on
a daily basis. The air conditioning and
heat do not need to be turned on or off.

Like the Village, the fan coil units in
each individual room can be controlled
by the resident.
Russ Hall has thermostats in the
rooms that the students can control and
the Hawk Crossing rooms are heated
electrically, so the students have full
control.
The University is working to regulate the inconsistency of the heating
systems across campus. If students are
not satisfied, they should enter a work
order. If temperature and humidity
levels are within normal, acceptable industry standards and students are still
uncomfortable, the University suggests
purchasing either a dehumidifier or a
humidifier, depending upon the concern.

A student adjusts the temperature in his apartment in the Village.

The Margaret and Herman Sokol Science Lecture

Thursday November 3, 2011
8:00 p.m.—Kasser Theater
“Persistent physical and mental health effects in World
Trade Center survivors”
Dr. Steven D. Stellman
Director of Research, World Trade Center Health Registry,
NYC Dept. of Health and Mental Hygiene
and
Professor of Clinical Epidemiology, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia U.
Abstract: The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center killed over 2800 people and left thousands more with both
short- and long-term health problems. These included respiratory effects, such as asthma, as well as mental health problems, such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This talk will review the wide range of reported health effects and how they differ among rescue/recovery
workers and volunteers, residents of lower Manhattan, area workers, passersby, and children. PTSD is most evident in persons who experienced
or witnessed events related to 9/11, including physical injury and loss of family, friends, or co-workers. Respiratory illnesses are most common
in those with prolonged and intense exposure to the initial cloud of dust and debris that accompanied the collapse of the towers and surrounding
buildings, as well as in residents and workers who returned to heavily damaged homes and workplaces. Ten years later, thousands of persons
continue to suffer from 9/11 related physical and mental health illnesses with reduced quality of life and substantial health care needs.

Tickets are available at the Kasser Theater Box Office or by calling 973-655-5112.
 FREE for MSU students, faculty, staff and alumni
 $15.00 for all others
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four-hour window from mid-morning to
late-afternoon, during which students
can consult a health professional on
campus.
Additionally, Dr. Karen Pennington,
Vice President for Student Development and Campus Life, will play an
integral part in the proposal. “At this
point, we don’t have the personnel to
keep the University Health Center
open on weekends, but I agree that it is
something we need to try to do. We are
looking at it,” Dr. Pennington said.
Donna Barry, the Health Center Director, notes that it is plausible to see
a transition to daily operating hours.
“However, a student needs assessment
should be done to determine if services
are warranted on the weekend,” Barry

said. “The need will be weighed against
the cost of weekend operations and
whether a health fee increase would
be necessary in order to fund weekend
services.”
The health fee increase, if necessary,
would cover additional personnel to be
hired and overtime hours. Montclair
State students feel that such an increase is tolerable.
“What if I become sick and have no
way to get to a hospital?” said Keith
Amorim, a junior. “What would I do
about antibiotics? The increase that
would be felt on my bill wouldn’t hurt
too much because, after all, you can’t
put a price on health.”
An appointment can be made by calling (973) 655-4361.

Health Center Hours:
Monday to Thursday: 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Closed on the Weekends.
Appointments can be
made by calling
(973)655-4361.

Come Pay Us A Visit .... !

College Hall, 1st Floor

Einstein Bagels

The Montclarion | Mark Banas

New York Times reporter
David Carr visits campus,
check out our coverage on
Monday at
themontclarion.org
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MSUFeature@gmail.com

Stats from RAINN
(Rape, Abuse and
Incest National
Network)

44% of victims are
under age 18
80% are under
age 30.

Every two minutes
someone in the U.S
is sexually
assaulted.

Each year, there are
about 213,000
victims of sexual
assault.

60% of sexual
assaults are not
reported to the
police.

FEature

Reporting Rape,
Speaking Out

Alan Akins
Assistant Feature Editor

Sexual assault is a serious subject.
There is not a lot of open discussion
about it, and the victim often suffers
because of it.
Rape is often unreported. According to RAINN (Rape, Abuse and Incest
National Network), the nation’s leading anti-sexual violence association, 60
percent of sexual assaults will go unreported to the police.
“I would imagine that there is a good
number of women who don’t report it
due to fear or shame or lack of understanding what happened,” said Judith
Williams of the Women’s Center on
campus.
Campus communities are no different, and with an environment filled
with many young and opinionated
adults, the lines defining what sexual
assault is and who a victim is are often
skewed.
With the recent rise in sexual assaults
on campus, many female students feel
unsafe. The normal response from any
university would be action, like Montclair State’s RAVE alerts system. However, is enough being done culturally in
response to sexual assault? Are we still
victimizing the victim?
“Half the people I know say [the
victims] are asking for it,” said sophomore David Grice, “but with the recent
rise in sexual assaults, more people are
starting to think the victims are innocent.”
According to the National Institute
of Justice, one in four women will become victims of sexual assault on a college campus, and the risk is higher for

15 of 16 rapists
will never spend a
day in jail.

One out of every six
American women
has been the victim
of an attempted or
completed rape in
her lifetime.

Approximately 2/3
of assaults are
committed by
someone known to
the victim.

freshmen and sophomore students. The
Orlando Sentinel highlighted an incident on Oct. 4 in which an 18-year-old
female student at Bethune-Cookman
University, who was allegedly raped,
filed a lawsuit against the school,
claiming that they were attempting to
cover up the incident.
The police department at Marshall
University underwent investigation by
the Department of Education on Oct.
9 for failing to report the brutal gang
rape of a student in a freshman dormitory, as reported by Huntington News.
The trend of covering up sexual assaults on campus is frequent and has
been called a “culture of secrecy” by
USA Today. Many reports on the issue
show that students often face a series
of barriers and trials after reporting
their rape to authorities, many having
their cases processed by a University
Judicial Review or Disciplinary Board.
Reporter Kristin Lombardi wrote
that students who seek justice “face
proceedings that are shrouded in secrecy where they encounter mysterious
disciplinary proceedings, where they
themselves are shut out of the hearing
process,” after completing her ninemonth study on the issue.
Either that, or the incident is ignored
or underestimated and the victim is
blamed or suspected of lying. Lombardi
further stated that administrations
would discourage students from reporting as well: “[victims were] sometimes
followed by threats of punishment if
they were to disclose any information
about the case.”
Lucy Doyle, president of Femvolution, commented on the incidents happening on campus at MSU and in the

surrounding area.
“I think from an official standpoint,
it looks like this campus is pretty clear
of it, but once you start to get to know
the student body, you hear some horror
stories,” Doyle said.
Marshall University’s Women’s Center states that “rape culture is an environment in which rape is prevalent
and in which sexual violence against
women is normalized and excused in
the media and popular culture.”
We live in a society where sexual
violence is becoming acceptable, especially in a male-dominated society.
Progression comes in the form of
stronger understanding of where women stand in the realm of sexual violence,
as well as being open and comfortable
with being able to report their assault.
Someone is sexually assaulted every
two minutes and with better awareness, we can lower this statistic.
Campus Recreation, partnered with
the MSU Police Department, has been
offering self-defense courses in the Rec
Center. They are great courses for anyone who feels unsafe on campus.
They allow students to feel safe and
walk through campus at night with a
sense of empowerment.
MSU police have also sent out emails about campus safety.
“Utilize well lit areas for travel and
walk with colleagues or known and
trusted individuals around campus,”
Chief Paul Cell wrote in his e-mail to
students.
He also reminded students to call
campus police at (973) 655-5222 if
something looks suspicious or if anyone
needs help.

Songs in the Key of Sisterhood
Melanie Tolomeo
Staff Writer

38% of rapists are a
friend or
acquaintance.
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Growing up as an awkward girl in
the late ‘90s and early ‘00s, the turbulent pop scene helped define my life.
And back when ponchos were in our
closets (shudder), scrunchies were in
our hair and “Now 5” was in our Walkmans, there were a few anthems by
female artists that shaped us into the
strong, self-sufficient women we are
today. They taught us how to pick our
men and how to not settle for anything
less. Now if we only had one of these
saviors to produce a song for our college
selves called, “Don’t Have Casual Sex
When You Want Something More From
A Guy Because It Will Just Leave You
Feeling Empty Inside.” Anyway, here
are my top five.

1. “Try Again” – Aaliyah
Aaliyah’s sweet voice in this R&B classic made her simple message pretty
clear: “If at first you don’t succeed, dust
yourself off and try again.” Basically,
every girl kisses her fair share of frogs.
But these people will have adventures
to laugh about eventually; it’s how you
recover from the guy who only called
you between 3 and 3:45 a.m. or the one
who drunkenly made out with your
twin sister that defines you as a person.
It’s a lot easier to grab your pint of ice
cream and Tumblr about it than to take
chances. It is easier to play the “jaded
victim of a society of hedonistic men”
than to actually try to make conversation with someone. We all fall victim to
this at some point, but if the late, great
Aaliyah can recover, so can we.

2. “Survivor” – Destiny’s Child
When I think of this song, I think of
Beyoncé, Kelly, and … the other one ...
in the wilderness wearing their camouflage and belting out how they’re
strong, powerful and a bit angry. This
song was the “I Will Survive” of our
time. Some dude can get an ego boost
thinking that you’re all sad and needy
without him, but Destiny’s Child comes
to the rescue and says that yes, you can
breathe without him, and yes, life will
go on. This may sound facetious but it’s
the truth. Being stronger than he expects will give you the upper hand and
things do get better in time.

3. “No Scrubs” – TLC
In their 1999 pop song, TLC told us
the criteria by which they choose their
mates, declaring that they “don’t want
no scrubs.” Before settling down with a
guy, it is important to put him through
a “scrub” test. Does he have a way of
supporting himself, or is he actively
searching for one? Is he also known
as a buster? Does he yell out of cars to
get your attention? If your answers are
“No,” “Yes” and “Yes,” then your guy
might be a scrub.

Photos courtesy of Amazon.com

4. “Love Don’t Cost a Thing” – Jennifer
Lopez
However, Jennifer Lopez later clarified that even if a guy isn’t trashy and
cheap, he still may be a loser. This actor-turned-singer showed us that women actually can be successful and rely
on their own incomes. After all, when
it comes to “floss,” she can probably
buy enough to circle the planet about
50 billion times. Most importantly, she
preaches a lesson of which we need to
remind ourselves when searching for a
mate: someone who can support you
financially may not be able to support
you emotionally.

5. “Wannabe” – The Spice Girls
This pop anthem of 1996 highlights yet
another quality to look for in companion. The chorus, “If you wanna be my
lover, you gotta get with my friends,”
means simply that if you’re dating a
guy, he should be nice to your friends.
Period. Your friends should be able to
at least coexist with him, even if they
think it’s weird that he still collects
Pogs, a hobby that you find irresistible.
It’s important to keep a happy medium,
though; if your friends get bad vibes
from him, or if he shows absolutely no
interest in getting to know them, that
is a red flag. However, he should keep a
friendly distance, or else he may actually “get with” your friends.
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Do You Want to Know a
Secret?
Amanda Balbi
Feature Editor

Montclair State University students have some things to get off of their
chests. Write your secret or comment
on the windows of secrets this week in
celebration of Post Secret week.
The ongoing Post Secret project was
originally created for people to anonymously post a secret about themselves
in a judgment-free zone. It started on
campus with students posting secrets
in their dorms. It has since grown into
a phenomenon on MSU’s campus.
Post Secret week has been celebrated throughout the country since 2005.
Last May, MSU’s Center for Student
Involvement (CSI) adapted the concept to our campus. With over 1,200 responses last year, the project has taken
off once again.
Tables are set up in the Student
Center Annex, Recreation Center,
Morehead Hall and the Drop-in Center
so that students can write a secret on
a post-it note and leave it in a box for
screening.
The screening process consists of
making sure the post-its don’t contain
names or disrespectful comments towards other posters.
Students from CSI screen the comments every couple of hours to keep
the boxes from overflowing. Then, the

More Photos
Online!

Tiffany Lanza, senior, gazes at the window of
secrets in the Student Center Annex.

screener posts the accepted secrets on
the walls or windows.
By the end of the week, the windows
in the Student Center Annex will be
full of brightly colored post-its.
The secrets range from light-hearted
comments like, “I Love Pokémon,” to
serious comments like, “I’m gay, and I
haven’t told anyone yet.”
At all times of the day, students can
be seen observing the window of secrets
from the atrium of the Student Center
Annex. Gazers sometimes feel the same
way as a poster and will post something
similar, so they feel comforted.
“I think some of these are really serious,” said Kristin Etzold, junior at
MSU. “I think when someone writes
something really serious and someone
else reads it, the reader knows they are
not alone.”
Coordinator for CSI Jillian Ploskonka agrees that the Post Secret project helps students feel safe from judgment.
“Students who read the posts have
the opportunity to see that they are
not alone in the problems or challenges
they are facing,” Ploskonka said.
CSI adapted the project to fit MSU’s
campus because students don’t often
share their secrets with campus resources. Instead, the window of secrets
acts as an anonymous system for students to vent and air their feelings.

Photos courtesy of Craig McCarthy
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The Weekly Debate
What turns girls on the most?
What a question for the all the
men out there! I, like most men, wish
the answer to this was simple. Then
we wouldn’t have to put so much effort into mastering the skill of sex.
When entering the bedroom to
spend the night with a pretty lady
(we hope), or if you’re lucky enough
to squeeze morning sex somewhere
in the hectic early hours, be ready
for any and everything.
If this is a girl who you know,
then hopefully you’ll know how she
will react in the bedroom.
If the girl is crazy to begin with,
then the blissful experience will be
an experience filled with quirkiness.
This could go from pulling her
hair, to calling her by her mother’s
name. Sounds odd, but it happens.
Now, if this is one of those random
drunk chicks you pick up outside the
bar that can barely stand, it’s a crapshoot.
At this point, start off slow. Don’t
jump right in and think she’s going

to want to do any crazy sex positions.
You don’t want the girl to take control because we are the males and are
in charge, but in this case it might
work.
Otherwise, you might scare her off
in the middle of sex, or she could wake
up the next morning, not remembering you or the night before.
In general, start off slow. A kiss
on the face that leads to other sexual
body parts works. Go with simple,
straight forward sex. As the act progresses, see where it takes you both.
This is the point where you can say,
“Let’s try doggy style,” or, “Can my female friend join?”
Wait until the sexual release has
been completed before asking these
questions, just in case it creeps the
girl out and she leaves. At least you
got it in still, even if it was short.

Girls can get turned on in different ways — through body language,
personality or physical interaction. If
you’re one of those guys who doesn’t
like intimacy, my answer is not for
you. However, I do have suggestions
on how you can turn her on while in
the bedroom.
A kiss is a guy’s signature; there’s
nothing that turns a girl on more than
a great kisser. Unfortunately the only
way to learn is through practice, so
learn quickly. Technique is a big issue
in the world of making out.
Just as easily as a kiss can seal
the deal, it can also be a deal breaker.
Sticking your tongue past a girls tonsils does not scream “sexy.” When it
comes to using tongue, less is more.
Girls don’t like wiping drool off of their
mouths after a kiss.
Nibbling on her bottom lip and neck
is a definite turn on. The gentle feel
of lips on an ear gets her tingly. Just
keep in mind that you’re a human, not
a vampire. Hickeys are a giant turn
off!

Although guys tend to rush to
the finish line, prolonging foreplay
could make the game worthwhile.
Instead of making sex your goal, try
playing defense and you’ll end up
the receiver.
Try to avoid going straight for
her boobs and butt, and tease her
instead. Gently pull on her hair,
massage her bare skin, touch her
inner thigh and make her want you
even more.
Don’t be afraid to be aggressive.
Girls like men who take control. After foreplay, don’t hesitate to get a
little frisky. Girls love spontaneity,
so change up the sex positions and
locations to keep her on edge.
As much as women don’t like to
admit it, being romantic in an unexpected place or being thrown into a
new position is a major turn on. Instead of having sex in the bedroom,
move to the couch for a change of
scenery (unless you have a roommate!).

Email your Campus Concerns to MSUfeature@gmail.com
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Good to be the
King, and Queen
Alan Akins
Assistant Feature Editor

Eric Biaz took home the crown for
Homecoming king on Saturday. An employee of Campus Rec, he was supported by the Rec Board and his coworkers.
Biaz wasn’t certain he would win,
and was a bit surprised when he found
out.
His portion of the proceeds is going
to benefit the American Heart Association, which is a very important and personal cause to him as his mother was in
danger of a heart related disease.
Biaz is a senior broadcasting major
who dreams to one day work in sports
publishing, specifically football or baseball. His message to freshmen is to get
involved early on campus.

Courtney Girdan had the honor of
being crowned Homecoming Queen
this past weekend. She called upon the
support of her friends and coworkers
at the Recreation Center to receive the
crown.
“I couldn’t really do it without everyone who helped.” Girdan did not think
she would win the honor, but she was
so excited for the crown that she even
began to cry.
Her portion of the proceeds she
raised will go to the Susan G. Komen
organization, which benefits breast
cancer awareness and research.
She is the current vice president of
the Rec Board and when attending open
houses, as part of her duty, she wants
to get the freshman more motivated
on campus. Girdan is a junior history
major who plans to work in elementary
school education.

*Web Exclusives*
Medieval Times Preview
Between the Sheets:
Oragami Workshop
*In Monday’s Online Release*

themontclarion.org

*WEB CONTEST*
Submit a picture of the best
dressed PEEP for a chance
to win your picture in the
paper and an awesome
prize!
Courtesy of Eric Biaz

Courtesy of Courtney Girdan

Facebook’s Carbon
Footprint
Katherine Oakes
Staff Writer

I’d like to share an interesting article
I recently came across on Treehugger.
com concerning the amount of energy
consumed by Facebook.
I don’t know if many of you are aware
of Facebook’s cyber carbon-footprint,
because I wasn’t before I read this article.
It turns out that surfing the web
consumes energy, no matter if your device is plugged in or not. Even if you’re
surfing via smartphone, there’s still an
environmental impact. Those websites
have got to be operating from somewhere, right? Right.
Due to the number of users on Facebook combined with the mass amount
of media being updated, posted, reposted and shared, the website generates
an enormous electricity bill.
According to Treehugger’s 2009 article on this topic, it was then over $1
million every month, plus $500,000 in
bandwith fees. Incredible!
The hidden carbon footprint of Facebook is a great way to educate all users about energy conservation, simply
because most of us aren’t aware that
things like this even exist!
However, good news is on the way
(and a few lists) because we all know
how much I love a silver lining and
lists — you gotta love those lists.
As for the good news, it has been
recently reported that Facebook is
teaming up with Opower and Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC) to
create an app that will do the following:
• Compare the energy usage of their
homes versus the national average of
similar homes from a national database of millions of homes.
• Compare their energy usage with
their friends’ energy usage (a social version of Opower’s Neighbor Comparison
module).
• Publish energy-related conversa-

tions to their Facebook news feeds.
• Enter energy-saving competitions.
• Share energy-conservation and efficiency tips.
This information was taken directly
from AllFacebook.com, the self-titled
“unofficial Facebook resource.”
So let’s hope that this app is embraced
and utilized enough for energy conservation to become an everyday thought
of the global social networking society.
Because this app has yet to be
launched, let’s focus on other small
ways to make a big difference.
I’ve taken some of the most useful
and realistic points from the Treehugger article on reducing energy on Facebook and bundled it up in a pretty little
recycled package for you!
• Hide certain users’ updates from
your Facebook newsfeed to reduce energy. I bet that that random person’s
status update about his lunch will not
be missed.
• Post only the videos and pictures
that are really worth sharing. The other fifty you forgot to delete but posted
anyway can go, I assure you.
• Combine Facebook with other social networking sites. Rather than sitehopping back and forth to keep all of
your followers informed on your daily
activities, thoughts, comments and
concerns on just about everything, link
them together.
• Limit the activity that is published.
There is a way to control what is published about your Facebook activity by
going into “Settings” then “Application
Settings” and finally “Edit Settings.”
• Don’t use Facebook so often. These
kinds of suggestions are always my favorites, simply because they are so obvious and yet so effective.
However, I am aware of Facebook’s
mind-control powers, so therefore, do
try to employ the first four tactics in order to reduce your carbon footprint and
Facebook’s energy bill!

MSUfeature@gmail.com

Pink Hair
Debbie Encalada
Staff Writer

Amidst costumes and snowfall, MSU
students showed their support for
Homecoming weekend by attending
the “Pink Hair Extensions for Breast
Cancer” event held by MSU’s Bonner
Leaders AmeriCorps in association
with Tantrum Salon.
The fundraiser benefitted cancer research and all of the proceeds went to
the Susan G. Komen Foundation.
Tantrum stylist Dana Marie Seminerio shared the hairy details about this
event as well as those in the past. According to Seminerio, this was the first
time Tantrum was at Montclair State,
but they have been to elementary
schools and middle schools in the past.
“We try to [hold the event] every
year,” Seminerio said. “We did another
event two weeks ago where we raised
$900.”
The senior intern for the Bonner
Leaders said that the Homecoming
committee offered the Bonner Leaders
a table for the weekend to promote the
relatively new program.
“We figured since it’s October, to
support Breast Cancer, we’d have
[Tantrum Salon visit] again, since we
did it last year too,” a Bonner Leaders

spokesman said.
The process was as easy as 1-2-3: you
sat in a salon chair, a stylist attached
the pink hair extension to your hair
and you were good to go.
$10 for an extension that lasts about
two weeks, even if you curl, wash or
flat iron it, is a good price. Salons could
charge up to $30 for the extension, plus
application fee.
Donators didn’t go home empty
handed — they were rewarded for their
charitable deed with a 20 percent discount coupon from Tantrum Salon.
The snow piled on throughout the
day, turning the campus into a winter
wonderland, but people continued to
stream into the ballrooms of the Student Center. Students responded positively to the “hair-raising” fundraiser.
“I’ve always wanted to do it and I
couldn’t find a place in my town to get
it done, so I was really excited to find a
place that does it,” Leah Vanhallender
said.
Many people were surprised at the
large turnout for the event despite the
brutal weather. Bonner Leader Alexis
Almeida said this fundraiser helped
raise awareness while also helping the
Bonner Leaders stand out on campus.

Students pose after they had their hair
extensions applied.

Courtesy of Debbie Encalada
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Across
Covers your face.
The famous vampire.
These buildings not
only look creepy, but
may have creepy
surprises inside!
The sound a ghost
makes
The month
Halloween is in.
A vampire's favorite
drink
You wear these on
this holiday!
Usually carved into
for this holiday.
They fly in the sky at
night.
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Down
Creator of "The
Nightmare before
Christmas"
2 Knock door to door and
you're given this!
5 The candy that's
famous around
Halloween
6 Another word for scary,
typically for movies.
7 The feeling you get
around Halloween
12 Trick or ____
13 Word used to scare
people.
1
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Embracing Protesters

P

eaceful demonstration on campus
suffered another embarrassing blow
recently as student protesters associated with the Students for a Democratic
Society, outraged at being ignored by the
school, burst into a Board of Trustees
meeting with their mouths symbolically
duct-taped shut.
However, the protesters were not
met with the type of resistance they
had originally anticipated.
Instead of being silenced by powerhungry bureaucrats, they were actually
encouraged by the Board to attend the
following week’s meeting where they
would have their own space on the
agenda to voice their concerns.

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

This would be a huge victory for the
group were it not standard practice at
these meetings already.
SDS was originally founded in the
mid-1960s as a way to protest the war in
Vietnam before moving onto racial discrimination, politics and big businesses.
They voluntarily disbanded in 1969 after
there was an escalation in violent protests.
The new group, which has recently become affiliated with the Occupy
Wall Street spin-off movement, Occupy
Montclair, appears to be carrying on the
legacy of disorganization and impulsive
behavior that has hampered its counterpart’s effectiveness.

The real problem here is that it certainly doesn’t inspire confidence to see a
group who wants a democratic overhaul
demanding answers when they don’t even
know the right questions to ask.
If the group is protesting the loss of
democratic process at Montclair, then it
seems appropriate that they first understand the facilities that are provided to
them, such as the University’s Student
Government Association and the Board
of Trustees, to prevent unsupported and
ineffective attacks.
This display seems to imply that
instead of investigating the rules and
regulations regarding general assembly
or becoming involved in the already exist-

ing democratic government to change it
from within, the organizers were simply
protesting rights that they only assumed
were being violated.
But this isn’t a scolding for past mistakes, but an appeal for more organization within the Students for a Democratic
Society.
If you want people to follow your lead
and to inspire change, you must be ready
to present yourselves and your ideas as
clear and concise and show people that you
are ready to answer the tough questions
when the time comes.
Know your rights, MSU students!

Students Speak
How do you feel about officials
changing the date of Halloween?

Stephanie Petchers
Junior
Broadcasting

Rob Dickerson
Junior
Broadcasting

“I feel that Halloween being
moved is a little ridiculous.
The 31st is Halloween and
that’s when it should be celebrated.”

“In a certain way, I understand
it because I guess they are
trying to keep things on the
weekend or maybe in a more
manageable way, but Halloween is on a specific day for a
certain reason, historically, and
I find it to be completely unnecessary legislation and an utter waste of time and it’s going
to upset a lot of kids. I really
have to disagree with it fundamentally.”

Juliette Fernandez
Senior
Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion
Broadcasting
“I think that’s ridiculous. They
should just leave it because
it’s been that way for so long
and I don’t see any reason for
changing it.”

Jackie Loder
Junior
Broadcasting
“I was really bummed out that
Halloween landed on a Monday this year because I didn’t
get to dress up and I had a
bunch of schoolwork when all
of my friends got to do stuff.”
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Snowstorm Leaves Students in the Dark

Clove Road damages leave students dislocated and powerless

H

Joseph lisnow
assistant news
editor

alloween
had not even
arrived and the
trees were still
covered with
colorful leaves,
but here we are
again dealing
with the snow.
As someone
who lives on
campus in the
Village, this
storm left me
wondering if it

was handled properly.
I dragged myself to my Saturday morning
class as the rain started to turn into snow.
Two hours later, and the wintery mix was
already sticking to cars and grass as the
class ended.
Sleep deprived, I headed back to my
apartment and fell into a much needed
rest until I was awoken by an e-mail on my
phone stating that I needed to move my car
to CarParc Diem because of the weather.
Popping my head out my bedroom window,
I noticed the snow had now accumulated
several inches in a matter of hours.
I attempted to drive around the Village,
only to skid out and nearly hit several

parked cars and the foolish students who
thought walking in the middle of the road on
stormy day was smart. I hoped the actual
road was better plowed (which it was).
After safely making it to CarParc, I
started my task of walking back to the
Village instead of waiting 30-plus minutes
for a shuttle. Upon my return, I figured that
I needed to record this storm with photographs so I started walking around taking
photos up and down Clove Road since I had
no desire to go further in the awful conditions.
Walking around snapping whatever
images I could before the camera’s battery
died, my feeling that this storm was different from others kicked in when a large tree
branch snapped about 25 yards away in Lot
28. This was one of the hundreds that I saw
snap that day, but this was too close for comfort.
Once I made it safely back to the dormitory, the real fun and excitement began as the
power went out. A few hours later I received
the first of several e-mails that I would get
over the next two days about how there was
no power on Clove Road and other parts of
campus.
The problem was that there was not one
e-mail about no power, but many. Each time
I saw one from my phone, as no electricity
means no computer, the thought of power

filled me with hope.
But every e-mail had the same meaning,
just worded differently, which made them
seem pointless. Plus, if someone doesn’t have
a smartphone and there is no power, what
is the point of e-mail? Many will not read it
until the power is restored.
The e-mails did state that residents of
Clove Road are encouraged to stay with a
friend at one of the dormitories on campus
that had power. This already sent a red flag
to my brain that this was going to be a long
weekend.
In the e-mails from Res Ed, it said to
take any needed belongings for the night
and find someone to stay with on campus
with an offered alternative of finding one a
spot in Webster Hall. Not an easy task, and
my stubborn self simply decided it would be
easier to stay where I was.
It was also at this time that it was first
mentioned that shuttle buses would resume
at 8 p.m., which would have been great
news if the students were informed that the
shuttle bus service had been suspended to
begin with.
The next morning arrived and still no
power. After taking an ice-cold shower in
the dark, I concluded the only smart move at
this point was to head towards campus and
anything that could be charged came with.
As I spent the entire day on campus,

everyone was talking about the snow and
how they felt the University handled this
situation in a poor manner. Now, I do agree
that this issue was not handled in the best
manner, but the University did seemingly
well for a storm that was uncontrollable. The
main concern seemed to be a lack of information being shared or the same information
being repeated several times over.
This was Homecoming week, where
excitement and school spirit should run wild,
but there was no spirit this weekend. Clove
Road turned into a cold ghost town where
those that remained had to create their own
fun.
Some just sat, talked and waited. Others
took a more creative approach and started
a scavenger hunt. You can’t blame anyone
since without electricity, in today’s time, not
much can be accomplished once the sun goes
down.
It was certainly a memorable homecoming, but not for the assumed reason that it
was a weekend filled with drunken debauchery. More of a sense that it was over, but then
again, the winter has yet to officially begin
and who could forget how last year’s winter
panned out.

Joe Lisnow, an English major, is in his second year
as Assistant News Editor for The Montclarion.

Americans Idolizing the Wrong Celebrities
Kim Kardashian’s undeserved success unsettles student

W

ith popular names
like
Kim
Kardashian,
P a r i s
Hilton
and
Nicole Richie,
many of us
question why
these people
are
even
KELYN BORTZ
famous.
Columnist
Besides
most of them
having leaked sex tapes and then, naturally,
a follow-up reality show, these celebrities
have done absolutely nothing in order to gain
their fame.
Only after this undeserved fame did they
start to do something with their “power” —
and I’m not talking about donating their
time and unearned money to charities.
Let’s use Kim Kardashian as the example
for this article, for the sole reason that she
annoys me the most.
She, like the others named above, gained

some status through her father. Robert
Kardashian, Sr. (not to be confused with
the “Dancing with the Stars” competitor)
is known for his work as OJ Simpson’s
attorney. His death in 2003 is shamelessly
used as a theme in “Keeping up with the
Kardashians,” especially by Kris Jenner,
who divorced him more than 20 years ago.
His somewhat known name (which has
become the copyrighted crux of the family)
has enabled them to skyrocket to stardom
for no reason.
Now, Kim co-owns the fashion
line Dash with her sisters, has her own
perfume and jewelry lines, has modeled in
prominent magazines such as Playboy, and
has had a cupcake made for her (I can’t make
this stuff up), all of which had landed her the
unparalleled privilege of a not-so-identical
(though they got her best asset down pat)
wax figure at Madam Tussaud’s in New
York City.
She is also looked up to as a role model
by thousands of young adults across the
country. I, obviously, do not fall into this
statistic, though I will admit their reality
shows are my guilty pleasure (but I refused

to give my puny one rating to Kim’s wedding
special; I’ll wait for “Kim’s Fairytale Divorce
Special”).
According to her website, and I use these
terms loosely, Kim is an actress (really?
Who knew she was acting in her three reality shows?), a socialite (who knew you could
be famous for getting around), a businesswoman (stop laughing) and a model (aka a
sex-icon).
But would she be where she is today
if she didn’t have that huge backside of
hers and that pushy, money-hungry mother?
Probably not. In fact, you don’t see her sisters Khloe and Kourtney getting that much
attention.
What is worse is that it is celebrities like
this who take the spotlight from those who
actually contribute something to the world.
We all hear about Angelina Jolie and Brad
Pitt donating their millions and adopting
a dozen children, but what about the other
celebrities who do more than just show up to
events?
Steve Jobs’ name has been swirling
around for the past three weeks. Before his
death, was he as revered as he is now? I

never once saw a Facebook status about him
and maybe, only once or twice, saw a magazine article about him. Yet only now, after
his death, he has become a trending topic
on Twitter and has taken over my Facebook
newsfeed.
But besides Apple lovers, many probably
did not even know who Steve Jobs was,
besides “that Apple guy.”
Did they know that prior to his death, he
was the creator of Pixar, that he was on the
board of directors for the Walt Disney company, that he was diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer in 2003 or that he donated much of
his money to various organizations and
charities?
These are the celebrities we should look
up to as role models, not bratty, egocentric
“celebrities” like Kim Kardashian who care
mainly about their enormous bank accounts.
There are many other celebrities who deserve
the sickening amount of attention that Kim
receives.

Kelyn Bortz, a broadcasting major, is in her first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Weeks Later, Occupy Wall Street Flounders On
Protests are opening eyes and channels of conversation about hot topics

F

rom
under-rep o r t e d
gathering
to globally
recog nized
movement,
Occupy Wall
Street represents
a
worldw ide
feeling
of
Jesse Imbergamo malcontent.
Columnist
The dissatisfaction
felt by protesters is, in many instances,
reflective of what the majority of Americans
feel.
Economic inequality, corporate greed,
political disinvestment and the wide variety of other injustices being protested, are
all issues that affect the better part of the
nation.
However, no matter how unscrupulous
the current state of affairs is and how agreeable Occupy Wall Street’s messages are,
some people do not want to involve themselves in the movement.
Some may doubt the effectiveness of the
movement as an actual agent of change,
some may not have the means to spend the
time and effort to protest, and some may not
like the protest environment.
Whatever the reason, it should not discourage people who agree with the ideology
of the Occupy Movement, but who do not see
protesting as the solution.

For those who seek change, but through
of the reason is because there are loopholes
means other than protest, here are three
in the corporate tax code which companies
things a person can do instead of occupying
abuse, enabling them to keep virtually all of
Wall Street.
their profits and not give any back through
First, isolate an issue. Possibly the greattaxes.
est downfall of the occupy movement is the
Targeting this specific issue and working
lack of a cohesive and clear-cut plan for
to fix it will be more effective than protestchange.
ing the overall generality of the evil of Wall
Down at Zuccotti Park, the scene is
Street.
strangely reminiscent of Max Yasgur’s
With a collective effort by many focusdairy farm during on indiing the summer of
vidual aspects
‘69, and colorful
of unfairness
characters can “Change will come with a concentrated in our nation,
be seen holding
change
is
and dedicated effort by many different more likely to
signs that range
from “tax the
occur.
groups focusing on specific issues.”
rich” to “educaNext, join
tion costs too
an organizamuch” to “the government doesn’t care.”
tion with a cause. With an identifiable and
It seems that the movement is trying to
specific issue in hand, joining with other
take on every element of modern life that is
like-minded individuals who seek solutions
unfair.
to the problem will strengthen the attempt
It is doubtful that the movement, which
for change.
targets such a wide-ranging set of issues,
There are many grass-roots organizations
will be successful in fixing any problems.
in the country, but if there is not one locally,
The effort for change must be fragmented.
creating one is an option.
Change will come with a concentrated and
There is strength in numbers, and workdedicated effort by many different groups
ing with others under a unifying goal will
focusing on specific issues.
allow for collaboration and more boots on the
It would be more efficient to work towards
ground working to raise awareness and gain
eliminating a specific facet that makes the
support.
actions of Wall Street or the government
Also, technology allows for mass comunsettling rather than protesting them in
munication that can help organizations gain
their entirety.
momentum at a rapid rate.
For example, take the issue of corporaWebsites can be designed within a mattions holding too much of the wealth. Part
ter of hours, and social networking sites can

help get a message out to millions of people.
The Internet is an extremely resourceful
tool that can assist an up-and-coming organization in spreading the word about who
they are and what they do.
Lastly, reach out to members of congress.
Congressmen and women are reliant on
votes from their individual congressional
districts.
If they wish to hold their position as a
part of the bicameral legislature, satisfying
voters is a primary objective.
If people were to come together and
express their desire for change, as representatives of those people, members of congress
would have to reflect those desires.
This is easier said than done; this would
undoubtedly be an ongoing struggle, but
getting support from current members of
congress or supporting future candidates
with similar visions is essential in enacting
change. After all, any kind of reform will live
or die within congress.
Relentlessly difficult but not entirely
insurmountable, the change that the country needs but has yet to receive can one day
become a reality.
With the world now more discerning of
the injustices of government and corporate
institutions due to the ear raising caused by
the Occupy movement, now is an opportune
time to make strides toward change.

Jesse Imbergamo, a communications major, is in
his first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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THE MONTCLARION MAILBAG
The Montclair State University President’s
Commission on Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity and Diversity has read the
opinion piece (Oct. 6, 2011) by Montclarion
Managing Editor Katie Winters.
We believe this to be an opportunity to
facilitate a conversation within the Montclair
State University community about the necessity of Affirmative Action in the United
States.
For some time now, the members of the
President’s Commission have been concerned about the lack of understanding
regarding the reasons for Affirmative Action
and its relevance today. Although we respect
Ms. Winters’ right to her opinions about
Affirmative Action and her right to express
those opinions, we believe some of the opinions stated are based on incorrect assumptions, and we wish to clarify the facts pertaining to the establishment of Affirmative
Action.
Ms. Winters refers to Affirmative Action
candidates as under qualified. She refers to
minority and female applicants as being held
to “less stringent qualifications for acceptance.”
This is simply not true.
Affirmative Action explicitly pertains
only to qualified candidates, regardless of
race, ethnicity, religion or disability.
Ms. Winters states that Affirmative
Action “seems to assume that those who are
a racial minority or women or financially
disadvantaged can’t get into college themselves.”

In fact women and minorities in the U.S.
have a long history of being denied admission into colleges and universities solely
based on the color of their skin or their gender. They faced intense discrimination in the
workplace.
Affirmative Action has helped to level
the playing field for qualified minority and
female candidates both in higher education
and the workplace, but the work is not complete.
Women and minorities continue to earn
less than their white male counterparts in
the workplace. African Americans, Latinos
and Native Americans are still underrepresented at our colleges and universities, but
consider this: Between 1981 and 2001, the
total number of degrees awarded to Native
Americans rose by approximately 152 percent due largely to Affirmative Action policies.
While great strides have been made in
employment for women and minorities, they
still continue to earn less than their white
male counterparts in the workplace and face
twice the unemployment rate of whites.
Without affirmative action, this underrepresentation will continue for those qualified minority and female candidates, and to
us, that is not acceptable.
Ms. Winters goes on to say that Affirmative
Action is both racist and sexist. The reality
is that Affirmative Action arose from racism
and sexism, and its purpose is to extinguish,
not perpetuate them. She states that “the

faults of a failing high school should not be
the considerations of a public university.”
We all look forward to the day when the
quality of K-12 public education that all
children receive is truly equal, whether they
grow up in poverty or wealthy suburbs, and
not determined by local property values.
Affirmative Action does not feed racism. Rather, the diversity that comes from
Affirmative Action helps to dispel the myths,
stereotypes and racist attitudes that come
from those with a limited world view about
others who are different from themselves,
and who may have had little to no interaction
with persons from diverse backgrounds.
Furthermore, there is an educational
benefit to Affirmative Action. The various
experiences that are shared in the classroom
by persons from diverse backgrounds help
to stimulate the discussion and provide an
enriching experience for all. Our nation is
becoming more diverse, and it is predicted
that by the year 2050, whites will no longer
be the majority race in America.
Therefore, it behooves our country to
become more culturally competent. And,
by denying or limiting equal educational
opportunity and access to higher education
to those protected by Affirmative Action, we
will hamper the nation’s ability to compete
with other nations, thereby causing our
nation to fall behind as a world leader.
There is a long history of educational
and employment inequity and the legacy
of centuries of policies that denied African

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy

Americans access to education is well known.
Work by Jonathan Kozoland and others suggest that racial and gender discrimination
continues to take its toll.
As President Lyndon B. Johnson famously noted, “You do not take a person who,
for years, has been hobbled by chains and
liberate him, bring him up to the starting
line of a race and then say, ‘You are free to
compete with all the others’.” It would have
been more correct to say that the person has
been hobbled by centuries of oppression.
Such oppression will not be reversed in
a mere 60 years. What Affirmative Action
will be in the 21st century is up to us. We
must seek out discrimination and rectify it,
not deny it or use rhetoric or hearsay to validate opposition to it.
We must continue to provide equal opportunity for all qualified candidates through
such programming as Affirmative Action.
Thank you, Ms. Winters, for your passion
and idealism. As a University Commission,
we will take it as our charge to continue
to provide educational opportunities to the
community as befitting an institution of
higher education.
We hope Affirmative Action will someday
no longer be necessary. That is its ultimate
goal. We are just not there yet.
Signed by the President’s Commission on
Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity and
Diversity

All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to The Montclarion by Monday at 9 p.m. Once received, letters or comments are the property The Montclarion
and Montelican Publishing, Inc. and may be edited for length, content, profanity and libel. No submissions will be printed unless they include the author’s name,
year and major for students, the author’s name and title for non-students or a username for online comments. Only one letter or comment by an author will be
printed each month. Letters and comments must pertain to issues addressed by Montclarion articles that occured in the previous print issue.. Letters or comments
that advertise for a business or website will not be printed. Letters must be submitted through e-mail as Microsoft Word documents to msuopinion@gmail.com.
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Still Terrifying Beyond Darkest Nightmares
Paranormal Activity 3 delivers the horror

David Acosta
Staff Writer
For the third Halloween in
a row, audiences were treated
to an installment of the immensely popular Paranormal Activity film series which
reinvented the “found footage/ shaky cam/ docu-horror”
genre. The third installment
serves as a prequel to the first
two films to “explain” how
all the paranormal things in
the first two films originated.
Katie and her little sister
Kristi have just moved into a
new house with their mother
Julie and her boyfriend Dennis, a videographer for weddings. Dennis, who is very
fond of cameras, attempts to
make a home video only to be
interrupted by an earthquake.
While looking back at the
footage, he realizes that he
and Julie aren’t the only beings present in the room.
The film then reverts to the
style of the first two movies in which Dennis sets up
cameras around the house.
The film continues while
switching from one camera to
another to capture more paranormal activities in the household. The film relies heavily on
“jump scares” like the first two
films except most of the beginning scares are simply characters attempting to scare each
other — adding suspense, yet
leaving us anxiously waiting
to see some ghosts already.
When a lot of paranormal
occurrences do start to happen
they are presented with great

Photo courtesy of Online Movies Hut

Paranormal Activity 3 delivers plenty of fun scares.

tension and satisfying scares.
The actors all hold their own,
delivering fine performances
and through the chemistry,
help the film move along. Comedic relief Randy, Dennis’s
best friend and partner in
capturing the odd occurrences
on film, stole the scenes that
he was in by allowing the audience to relate to his fear of
the things caught on the film.
An interesting aspect of the
film was that a majority, if not
all, of the scenes in the trailers

were not in the film. If you are
looking forward to the Katie
and Kristi “Bloody Mary scene”
you are out of luck; however
there is another “Bloody Mary
scene” that should make you
forget the one in the trailer.
Ariel Schulman and Henry
Joost, the directing duo behind
last year’s surprise critical hit
Catfish, helm the director’s
chairs in this third installment by adding more tension
and suspense, especially with
Dennis’s “invention” consist-

ing of an oscillating fan with
a video camera on top of it to
move the camera side-to-side
at a slow and creepy pace.
They also keep many of
the original elements that
made the first two films big
hits, like unforgettable finales with this film’s being
absolutely insane and probably the best final 15 minutes
of any horror film this year.
Paranormal Activity 3 is a
surprising step up from the last
installment with more scares,

but it leaves us wanting more
of the actual plot which does
not come close to explaing the
question, “What really is causing all of this?” With an ending that introduces the possibility of an inevitable fourth
installment, all we can do is
wait until next Halloween.

Dave’s Grade:
3.5 out of 5 scares

New Jersey Noir Surpasses Expectations
Dark City would be proud

that takes place in Montclair.
There is also an added familiarity with the geographic
collections. Rather than being
dropped into a strange place,
it is more natural to share
the main character’s familiarity of the location, especially
in some of the first-person
pieces. While reading Foer’s
piece I didn’t have to pull up
his Google map of Princeton
to feel at ease with the story,
because it was a place I knew.
This book isn’t the only of
its kind. It’s part of series that
started in 2004 with Brooklyn
Noir. The installment featuring
the Garden State doesn’t feel
manufactured or shoddy, so instead of viewing this as simply
another profit pony, consider
the other volumes to be opportunities to read more noir.
So if you like classic film
noir or newer works like
Brick or Auster’s City of
Glass, considering picking up
New Jersey Noir, and exploring evil for a few evenings.

Katie Winters
Managing Editor
A college professor chased
through Google Maps by the
father of his deceased student,
a morgue technician reading the signs of her “client’s”
body, an older woman captivated by her mysterious masseur: these are some of the
minds that you are allowed
access to in New Jersey Noir.
Noir is a sub-genre of mystery more interested in exploring evil rather than solving
mysteries. In fact, noir plots
often create more questions
than answers. Classic examples of noir include The Maltese
Falcon and Double Indemnity.
Neo-noir is finally coming
into its own. While before the
best modern noir had to offer
us was Miami Vice, the genre
has made an impressive showing. New Jersey Noir is the
newest in a series of short story
collections, focused on placing
the genre in different locales.
The stories are written by a
variety of authors. This volume
includes work by Jonathan
Safran Foer, Bradford Morrow, Paul Muldoon and Joyce
Carol Oates, who also penned
the introduction. The book
also features poems by Gerald Stern and Robert Pinsky.
The introduction is curious at best. While it does give
a good definition and many
classic examples of noir, when
Oates begin talking about
neo-noir, she lists many films
and TV shows that seem to
be missing the key elements

Dark mysteries abound in New Jersey Noir.

of the genre. Ignoring her
questionable choices of modern noir examples, it is otherwise interesting and worth a
read if you pick up the book.
The pieces feature different styles within the genre.
In some, we are given the intimacy of a first person narrative, giving us all the private

Photo courtesy of northjersey.com

thoughts of the narrator. Other authors hold us at an arm’s
length. We are even placed in
the point of view of the police in
one story, hearing the confession of a former mob hit man.
All of the selections in the
book are well written and entertaining, no matter their style.
The stories in the book also

cover a range of topics, often
linked to their geographic locations. While obviously pandering, there is something
appealing about having all
the stories linked to towns
in New Jersey. Of course, all
towns can’t be represented,
but each region is well represented. There is even a story

Katie’s
Grade:
4
Dark Nights
out of 5
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Just Three Guys on a Candy Bar

Three Musketeers is none for all and all for naught
Ken Macri
Staff Writer
The Three Musketeers is a comical,
irrational film which harbors no meaning or density, not to mention it makes
a mockery of 3D technology. The film
attempts to focus more on style than
substance, although the style is bland
and the forced jokes grow tiresome.
I’m not sure if director Paul W.S. Anderson wanted his film to be more
of lackluster comedy than an action/
romance flick, but he fails either way
as the comedy grows to be predictable
and the action becomes irrelevant.
Matthew Macfadyen, Luke Evans
and Ray Stevenson are the three musketeers: Athos, Aramis and Porthos,
although none of them have any charisma or jump off the screen. Aramis
and Porthos seem to be given lines,
not to compliment one another, but to
simply keep them from falling off the
script entirely. The three musketeers
are eventually joined by D’Artagnan
(Logan Lerman), an arrogant young
lad whose ambition is the same as
his musketeer father. Word of advice:
Stick to horse taming, musketeers!
Anyway, Cardinal Richelieu, who
is played by the underused Christoph
Waltz, is out to seek control of France
from King Louis XIII (Freddie Fox).
King Louis XIII is a bizarre, vulnerable
and inexperienced king who cares more
about fashion than leading his country. Therefore Richelieu, being an evil,

The Three Musketeers showcases lackluster performances at their best.

power hungry man, will stop at nothing
in his quest for the throne, so he forges
a plan to drive a wedge between King
Louis XIII and his queen (Juno Temple).
Richelieu plans to have his deceptive sidekick Milady de Winter (Milla
Jovovich) steal the queen’s necklace
and plant it in the vault of the Duke of
Buckingham (Orland Bloom) to ensure
that King Louis assumes the two were
having an affair and thus be forced to
go to war with England. Therefore, because King Louis XIII is too young and

inexperienced (not to mention too well
dressed) for war, the people will seek
the leadership of Cardinal Richelieu,
a more seasoned suitor for leadership.
But did Richelieu really expect his
plan to work? Especially with the good
ol’ musketeers waiting in the background to save the day? Richelieu’s
diabolical plan is eventually altered by
the three musketeers (who didn’t see
that coming?), a scene that is growing
more and more conventional in Hollywood. The heroes save the day, even if

Photo courtesy of Movie Carpet.

it is three versus 500, as in this case.
I would have rather seen Christoph Waltz go to war with Orlando
Bloom in a fight to the death than
have seen three guys in tights with
no memorable personas miraculously
defeat two entire armies. After all,
they’re just three guys on a candy bar.

Ken’s Grade:
1.5 stars

Florence Welch’s Latest Masterpiece

Ceremonials soothes the soul in troubled times
Vanessa Hargreaves
Asst. Arts Editor
Florence and the Machine’s new
album, Ceremonials, is nothing short
of amazing. Florence Welch continues
to entice listeners with her wide range
of vocal pitches and beautiful instrumental accompaniments of drums,
piano and others that create her soulinspired indie rock.
Her opening song, “If Only for a
Night,” acts as a slow dream sequence
for the listener with her harmonic
voice softly guiding the music into
louder tones. It definitely sounds similar to her other song, “Rabbit Heart
(Raise It Up),” from her first album
Between Two Lungs.
Her next song, “Shake It Out” is
her current featured song from the
album, which she has a music video
out for that you can check out on YouTube. It begins with soft piano chords

and her voice, but then grows with a
tambourine and light drums, creating
a folk-like tone. The chorus uses the
echo of other women’s voices in the
background, which strengthens the
vocals, but Florence theatrically raises
her voice towards the end of the song,
as she does in most of Between Two
Lungs.
Be prepared to have shivers sent
up your spine with the song “No Light,
No Light.” The chorus is a knock-out
with her high intensity vocals similar
to her old songs “Drumming Song” and
“Girl with One Eye.”
The last song on the album, “Leave
My Body,” is the perfect way to end
the album. The song is about leaving
behind your past and any thoughts or
feelings that are holding you down. It
is instrumental-based with a chorus of
women in the background of Florence’s
voice which creates a deep embrace. It
provides the album with a mystifying
ending that progressively gets lower

Ceremonials is very much a soothing album.

and ends with Florence’s voice.
If you’re a Florence and the Machine fan, you will love her new
album. It has the same authentic voice
that literally brings music to your
ears. When you’ve had a miserable day

Photo courtesy of We Heart It.

and just want to let it out, Florence
does it for you. Check out Ceremonials!

A Chorus Line Still Captivating

One singular sensation dazzles audiences at Memorial
Stefanie Sears
Staff Writer
A Chorus Line, directed by Clay
James, played at the Memorial Auditorium until Oct. 30. The musical tells
the story of a group of 17 dancers in
their 20s and 30s, who hope to be hired
by Zach, played by junior Chris Cannon in the Friday, Oct. 21 performance
and graduate student John Zisa in the
rest, to perform in the chorus line of a
Broadway show in the 70s. The musical
is based on true stories given by dancers through interviews with Michael
Bennett, the show’s original creator.
The entirety of the show consists
of a day’s dancing audition process,
whether it is learning and performing
routines or lining up for interviews
about their backgrounds, during which
Zach sits at his desk behind the audience and asks the dancers questions
about their pasts, helping the audience
get to know each individual dancer.
There are times their line breaks apart
for dance sequences and song num-

bers, but each time they return they
line up in the same order and hold the
same stance. This is an interesting
tactic to help each character stand out
more and keep the actors in character.
The show was very enjoyable and humorous, with plenty of adult-oriented
material here and there. The majority
of the show is very quirky, and at times
has some very emotional moments. Towards the end, the tone changes to very
philosophical when one of the dancing
hopefuls hurts his knee and is no longer
in the running. Zach then asks, “What
do you do if you can’t dance anymore?”
The dancers question what other meanings their lives hold and what purpose they have as dancers, given that
jobs for dancers are so minimal. They
come to an agreement that regardless
of all their concerns, they love what
they do, and express this in the heartfelt number, “What I Did for Love.”
The rest of the show has the dancers
talking out to the audience about their
lives and insecurities, having their own
self-reflections and reacting briefly

to what the others have to say. Each
of the dancers expresses their anxieties of getting a job in the field, making the show relatable to the audience.
Each of the dancers display their
own colorful personalities, but two in
particular who stand out are Cassie,
played by senior Elish Conlon, and
Paul, played by senior Christian Castro. Paul reveals to Zach that he is a
homosexual who has struggled his
whole life with his identity and Castro delivers an emotional well-acted
monologue. Cassie, a former lover of
Zach’s, has her own struggles as she
keeps trying to work her way up to the
top and is proud to start over on the
chorus line. Conlon performs an amazing dance piece during her solo, “The
Music and the Mirror,” and admits
that there is a lot of emotion behind it.
“I love the show. It is very emotionally fulfilling. Everyone is working so
hard and pouring their hearts out,”
said Conlon. “It’s really fun to do my
dance to feel the music and it’s nice as
a dancer to express how you’re feeling.”

The dancing is the main highlight
of A Chorus Line. Clay James, who was
in the original production of A Chorus
Line on Broadway, has brought the original choreography to this production.
“My favorite part is Clay choreographing the original choreography. It’s
like learning a part of musical theater
history,” said senior Jacob Seidman,
who plays Larry, Zach’s assistant.
The simplicity of A Chorus Line is
truly remarkable, for the only setting that is used are mirrors and the
only costumes are leotards and tights,
with a quick change into golden suits
at the end when the whole cast performs the show’s well known number,
“One.” There is also a lack of props,
but the lighting adds an appealing effect. The storyline is simple and easy to
understand as well, which shows that
a musical can be performed without
any flashiness and still be successful.

Check out
photos online!
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A Message from President Susan A. Cole to the Campus Community:
University Statement on Equal Opportunity/Afﬁrmative Action and Diversity
Montclair State University is a vibrant community that is committed to providing a working and learning environment
that is inclusive, free of discrimination, bullying or harassment, and is welcoming to persons from all racial, ethnic,
social and cultural backgrounds. The University community is enriched by the diversity of thought, background
and experiences of its employees and students, and it is vital to our overall success and to our purposes as an
institution that we strive, as a community, to treat each other with dignity, acceptance, and mutual respect. Behavior
that violates the civil and statutory rights of any individual or group, or interferes with any individual or group’s
ability to beneﬁt from, or contribute to, the employment, educational, and/or cultural opportunities provided by the
University constitutes a violation of University policy and will not be tolerated.
The University abides by all federal and state laws, executive orders, and regulations that prohibit discrimination in
employment, education, and contracting services, and seeks to recruit and retain a workforce and student population
of high quality that are reﬂective of our diverse society.
All members of the Montclair State community are responsible and accountable for creating an environment that
is civil and for personally exemplifying the principles embodied in this statement in their daily interactions.

Employment
Montclair State is committed to the principle of equal employment opportunity and does not discriminate on
the basis of race, creed, color, sex/gender (including pregnancy), age, religion, national origin, ancestry, marital
or familial status, civil union status, affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, domestic
partnership status, atypical cellular or blood trait, genetic information, physical, mental or intellectual disabilities
(not related to or interfering with job performance), liability for service in the Armed Forces of the United States,
or any other non job-related criteria. Equal employment opportunity includes, but is not limited to recruitment,
hiring, retention, tenure, promotion, transfer, compensation, fringe beneﬁts, and opportunity includes, but is not
limited to recruitment, hiring, retention, tenure, promotion, transfer, compensation, fringe beneﬁts, and other terms
and conditions of employment in accordance with state and federal laws and regulations.
The University is committed to employment efforts to correct areas of underrepresentation whenever necessary.
Periodic assessments will be performed to determine (a) whether persons protected by statute/executive orders are
being afforded fair and equal consideration for faculty, administrative, professional, and civil service positions, as
well as for promotion, tenure, and other terms and conditions of employment, and (b) if there are any workplace
barriers impeding these efforts.

Students
The University is committed to the principle of providing equal educational and enrollment opportunities to a diverse
student population without regard to race, ethnicity, and socio-economic status. Furthermore, the University is
committed to providing equal access to education programs and activities (including but not limited to admissions,
residence life, ﬁnancial aid, athletics, course offerings, scholarships, student employment, and social/recreational
programs) without regard to race, creed, color, sex/gender, age, religion, national origin, ancestry, marital or familial
status, civil union status, physical, mental or intellectual disabilities (not related to or interfering with academic or
other related performance areas), affectional or sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, atypical cellular
or blood trait, genetic information, or any other non academic-related criteria.
Under the provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (as amended), Barbara Milton, Director
of Equal Opportunity/Afﬁrmative Action & Diversity, serves as the University’s Title IX Coordinator, and Israel
Rosado, Student Development and Campus Life , serves as the Deputy Title IX Coordinator. Mr. Rosado is
responsible for addressing student-to-student complaints of discrimination and sexual harassment, and Ms. Milton
is responsible for addressing student complaints involving faculty or staff. Mr. Rosado’s ofﬁce is located in Room
1108 Mills Hall (Machuga Heights) and he can be reached at Extension 6907 or at rosadoi@mail.montclair.edu.
Ms. Milton’s ofﬁce is located in College Hall, Room 316, and she can be reached at Extension 4349, or at miltonb@
mail.montclair.edu . In addition, procedures for students ﬁling internal complaints of sex discrimination/harassment
can be found at the following website: http://www.montclair.edu/sexualharassment/ .

On-Line Training Program-Sexual Harassment Prevention
The University considers sexual harassment of employees or students as unprofessional and unacceptable behavior,
and it will not be tolerated. To provide understanding on what is acceptable and unacceptable behavior, the
University has an online training program on sexual harassment prevention that is accessible at http://www.
newmedialearning.com/psh/montclair/choice.htm . All faculty and staff are expected to complete this program and,
upon so doing, a certiﬁcate of completion will be placed in the employee’s ﬁle.
In closing, I urge you to incorporate these values and principles into your daily life at Montclair State University
so that we may all work and learn together in a spirit of appreciation and understanding for the similarities and
differences among us. If you have any questions regarding the University Statement on Equal Opportunity/
Afﬁrmative Action please feel free to contact Ms. Barbara Milton, Director of Equal Opportunity/ Afﬁrmative
Action and Diversity at miltonb@mail.montclair.edu or at Extension 4349.
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Field Hockey Wins Overtime Thriller
Red Hawks survive late Prof comeback to advance to NJAC Final
Nick Verhagen
Assistant Sports Editor

Montclair State field hockey improved
their record to 17-1 with a 1-0 home
win over the William Paterson Pioneers
on Wednesday, Oct. 26. The game was
scheduled as the team’s second-to-last
game of the regular season before the
NJAC tournament.
The MSU offense never let William
Paterson take a break. The Red Hawks
kept the Pioneers on their toes the entire
game. The Red Hawks took a total of 16
shots at the WPU goal and of those 16, 10
were on target.
The first and only goal of the game
came almost halfway through the second half. Junior forward Kate Norgard
scored thanks to an assist by freshman
defender Emily Burd. The goal marked
Norgard’s 11th goal on the season while
Burd picked up her fourth assist.
The Red Hawks also took 11 penalty
corners on the day. MSU only had two in
the first half but took eight more in the
second half. The Red Hawks played much
more organized and allowed the Pioneers
to take only two penalty corners.
William Paterson goalkeeper Meghan
Trivett finished the game with nine saves.
On the other hand, the William Paterson
offense did not come together at all. The
Pioneers took their only two shots within
the last nine minutes of regulation.
Junior goalkeeper Megan Bosland
recorded her sixth shutout of the season.
Bosland finishes the regular season with
50 saves and only 17 goals allowed, for
a save percentage of .746. Throughout
the season, MSU has outscored their
opponents 65-17 and has outshot their
opponents 355-131.
The Red Hawks were supposed to host
Wilkes University on Saturday, Oct. 29
for the last game of the regular season
but it was eventually cancelled due to the
unexpected amount of snow. The cancellation resulted in the Red Hawks finishing the regular season 17-1 (5-1 NJAC).

Kendall Zoppa | The Montclarion

FIELD HOCKEY CAPTION!!!!!

Andrew Mears | The Montclarion

The Red Hawks advance to the NJAC Tournament Championship game to take on TCNJ after an overtime.
MSU finished in second place behind the
TCNJ Lions who finished the regular
season 18-2 (6-0 NJAC).
The Red Hawks played The Rowan
University Profs on Wednesday, Nov. 2.
at 7 p.m. at Sprague Field.
The Red Hawks had played the Profs
earlier in the season on Saturday, Oct. 3
in which MSU came home with a 3-0 victory. Rowan was looking to avenge their
loss at Sprague Field but the Red Hawks
were on a mission.
The first half belonged to the Red

Hawks. Although both teams took at
least 10 shots in the first half, MSU
lead for a majority of the half. The Red
Hawks scored three straight goals within
an eight minute time frame. Sophomore
midfielder Brittany Carroll scored the
first goal 20 minutes in to give the Red
Hawks a 1-0 lead.
Moments later, junior forward Michelle
Hagel scored for the MSU and give the
Red Hawks a 2-0 advantage. Hagel was
assisted by Carroll and Norgard. As if a
2-0 lead wasn’t enough, Carroll scored

again six minutes later to give the Red
Hawks more breathing room and increase
their lead even further.
The Profs were able to put their foot
in the door towards the end of the first
half with a goal late in the first half. The
teams went into halftime with the Red
Hawks up 3-1.
In the same way that the Red Hawks
owned the first half, the Profs made
it clear that they werent going to go
Field Hockey Continued on Page 23

Women’s Soccer Falls Short in Semi Finals

Red Hawks lose close match to TCNJ in NJAC Tournament
shots were actually on target. The
Pioneers finished regulation with
eight shots and didn’t take any in
both overtimes.
After the final whistle blew in
the second overtime, the teams
started to prepare and set up for a
shoot-out, one of the most tense and
dramatic events in sports.
The shoot-out was nothing thanks
to goals by Senyszyn, freshman forward Francesca Gibson and sophomore midfielder Jenna Carroll. The
win is also thanks to the outstanding effort of freshman goalkeeper
Gina Policastro who had four saves

in regulation and three saves in the
shoot-out.
After the win over WPU, MSU went
on to face TCNJ in the semifinals.
Unfortunately, the Red Hawks lost 1-0
after the Lions took a the lead early in
the second half.
The Lions took an astounding 24 shots
during the match compared to the Red
Hawks’ seven. With that amount of shots,
it is surprising that MSU did not lose by
a greater margin.
It goes to show that the only stat
that matters is the final score. The MSU
defense did a great job keeping the Lions
at bay.

Joey Cohen | The Montclarion

Freshman midfielder Brittney Cooper races an opposing player towards the ball
during the Red Hawks’ 6-0 win over Ramapo College.
Ryan Fanning
Staff Writer

The Montclair State women’s soccer
team finished its regular season with a
6-0 win over Ramapo College. The win
was Montclair’s fifth straight win, giving them a final regular season record of
13-4-1.
Freshman forward Francesca Gibson
had two goals in the game and senior
forward Rachel Senyszyn had one goal
and two assists. The win gives the team
its best conference record in five years.
The Red Hawks outshot Ramapo
16-1 in the first half but the game still
remained scoreless at the half.
“We kept our composure and started
working together. It paid off in the sec-

ond half,” said Senyszyn, who assisted
Gibson for the first goal of the game at
vthe 54-minute mark.
After the 6-0 rout of Ramapo, the
Red Hawks hosted William Paterson
University in the first round of the NJAC
Tournament on Monday, Oct. 31.
Going into Monday, everybody expected a great game but nobody could have
predicted what happened on this cool
Halloween.
The Red Hawks immediately showed
the Pioneers that they were going to
have to work for their win. The Red
Hawk offense took shot after shot at
the Pioneer goal in hopes that quantity
would eventually lead to quality.
The Red Hawks took an outstanding
19 shots on goal during the full duration
of the game. However, only five of those

Joey Cohen | The Montclarion

Freshman Melanie Greco driving down field against Rutgers-Camden
defender in NJAC play earlier this month.
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Red Hawks Soar Past Pioneers

MSU advances to NJAC final thanks to two goals by Mendoza
Matt Moreno
Staff Writer

Montclair headed into their final regular season match-up against Ramapo
College last Wednesday as they looked to
gain momentum for the upcoming NJAC tournament. The
Red Hawks had been riding a
six-game unbeaten streak and
showed no signs of slowing up.
Senior
midfielder
Jon
Christensen scored his first goal
of the season early in the first
half, giving the Red Hawks an
early lead over the Road Runners
2
of Ramapo. Christensen settled
a cross from teammate Kevin
Zalewski and netted the first
score of the match with ease.
0
The game starred the NJAC’s
Offensive and Defensive Players
of the Week. Senior midfielder Kevin
Zalewski scored his 10th goal of the season
late in the second half to seal the victory
over Ramapo. Senior goalkeeper Anthony
Rogic recorded 10 saves in the match and
his second straight victory, helping the
Red Hawks improve to 14-2-3 on the year.
“Both of these guys have been playing

really well for us over the entire season,”
said sophomore captain Dan Mendoza. “It’s
not unusual that they would step up when
we really needed them to. We hope to take
this momentum into the NJAC tournament and bring back the championship to
Montclair.”
Montclair entered the tournament as
the number two overall seed and received
a first round bye.
In the semifinals of the NJAC
tournament, MSU hosted William
Paterson University on Wednesday,
Nov. 2. The Red Hawks were able to
come away with a 2-0 victory thanks
to two goals by Mendoza early in the
second half.
Statistically, the game was very
close. Both the Pioneers and the Red
Hawks played very well and showed
that they weren’t going to go down
without a fight.
Both offenses kept the pressure
on throughout the entire game. The
Red Hawks outshot the Pioneers by
just two shots. MSU finished the day with
14 shots, and William Paterson finished
with 12.
Even though the Pioneers were slightly
more accurate, the accuracy was no match
for Rogic, who finished the day with six
saves. William Paterson had six shots on
goal while Montclair State had five.

Red Hawks
Pioneers

Kendall Zoppa | The Montclarion

Freshman forward Brian Cullen attempts to fake out his opposing player
in Wednesday’s win over William Paterson.

Kendall Zoppa | The Montclarion

Captain Dan Mendoza wins a jump-ball over his opponent and heads the ball back towards his teammates.

Along with aggressive offenses, comes
aggressive plays. The teams combined for
almost as many fouls as there were shots.
William Paterson had 13 fouls by the end of
the game and Montclair State finished with
12.
The first goal came almost immediately
after the whistle blew to start the second half.
Not even one minute in, Mendoza launched
the go-ahead goal into the back of the net
from 22 yards out. The goal was Mendoza’s
12th of the season.
Penalties can very easily change the
momentum of the game, no matter what sport.
In Wednesday’s game, William Paterson had
to learn the hard way what that meant.
Already up 1-0, it hadn’t even been three
full minutes when the teams found themselves lining up for a free kick outside the
Pioneer penalty box.
Karl Schroeder of William Paterson
received a yellow card 48 minutes into the
match. Mendoza lined up to take the kick and
managed to make contact with the net for the
second time that day to give the Red Hawks
a 2-0 lead and Mendoza his 13th goal of the
season.
The Red Hawks have advanced to the
NJAC Finals and are set to face Rutger
Camden on Saturday, Nov. 5.

Volleyball Ends Season with NJAC Loss
Red Hawks drop straight sets in loss against RU-Camden
Nick Patriarca
Staff Writer

The Montclair State Red Hawks volleyball team’s 2011 season ended this
past Tuesday with a 3-1 first-round NJAC
Tournament loss to the Rutgers-Camden
Scarlet Raptors at home by scores of
23-25, 25-16, 25-16 and 25-20.
Despite a recent conference loss to
rival Richard Stockton, the Red Hawks
were able to secure a spot in the NJAC
Tournament tied in fourth place with
Rutgers-Camden with a conference record
of 3-4. The Red Hawks earned home
court by virtue of their 3-0 win over the
Scarlet Raptors on Sept. 22.
The Red Hawks jumped out to a 5-1
lead in the opening set thanks to three
service points by Marta Toper. However,
the Scarlet Raptors would rally back in
a set that saw 10 ties before the Red
Hawks pulled ahead to a 24-20 lead. The
Scarlet Raptors wouldn’t go down easily
though, and managed to pull three points
back before Daniella Salemo got the winning kill off of an assist by Angela Campo
to take the first set 25-23.
The teams went back and forth in the
second set, as the game remained close
through the first 25 points. The Red
Hawks were trailing 13-12 when the
Scarlet Raptors pulled together a string
of eight consecutive points to build a
21-12 lead. They would then cruise on to
a 25-16 win to take the second set, tying
the match 1-1. They then jumped out to
an early lead in the third set and never

Andrew Mears | The Montclarion

After fighting to win the first set, the Red Hawks lost the next three in Tuesday’s loss to the Raptors.
looked back as they earned a second
25-16 victory to take the match lead 2-1.
The fourth set started off similar to
the first two as the teams traded points
in an evenly matched set. With the
score tied at nine, momentum turned to
Rutgers-Camden favor as they recorded
six consecutive points.
Down to their final point, trailing
24-16, the Red Hawks displayed perseverance as they rallied for four consecu-

tive points facing elimination. But the
Scarlet Raptors were not to be denied as
Catherine Tedeja recorded the matchwinning kill, knocking the Red Hawks
out of the NJAC Tournament for a second
consecutive year.
Sophomore Alyssa Batiste led the
team in kills with 15 and also recorded
10 digs in the Red Hawks’ final match
of the season. Sara Girgus also contributed eight kills while Daniella Salemo,

Lauren Sharp and Marta Topor each
added six. Salemo and Topor also contributed 16 and 17 digs respectively
while libero Kaitlyn Irwin led the team in
that category with 23. Angela Campo led
the Red Hawks in assists with 38 while
also contributing 13 digs.
With the win, Rutgers-Camden will
move on to the NJAC semifinals where
they will take on top-seeded Richard
Stockton.
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Ben Detwiler hoped to make the world a better place.
That hope died when he was killed by a drunk driver.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don’t let friends drive drunk.
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Continued from page 20

down without a fight.
Rowan took another
11 shots in the second half compared to
MSU’s five.
Throughout
the
majority of the second
half, the scored stayed
the same. The Red
Hawks thought they
were in the clear with
six minutes left when
something got into the
Profs and everything
changed.
Rowan cut the lead
in half when they
scored their second
straight goal. Even
though momentum
started to swing, it
still looked as if MSU
was in the clear. In
the closing seconds,
Andrew Mears | The Montclarion
the Profs tied the
Defender
Emily
Burd
and
Midfielder
Brooke
Hullings
celebrating
with
captain
Chelsea Keelen on her
game thanks a Rowan
game
winning,
overtime
goal
in
Wednesday’s
game.
penalty corner.
Two minutes into
overtime, MSU took their first shot
ner. This time, senior defender Chelsea
ranked TCNJ in the NJAC finals on
towards the win with a penalty corner
Keelen took the shot and the Red Hawks
Saturday, Nov. 5 at 6 p.m. The Red
by Burd. After a shot by sophomore
survived a late comeback in dramatic
Hawks hope to get their first win over
midfielder Brooke Hulings was blocked,
fashion.
TCNJ since 2005.
Burd was awarded another penalty corSecond-seeded MSU will face first-

Overall

Kean

6-1

7-1

MSU

6-1

7-1

Cortland St.

6-2

6-2

Rowan

5-2

5-3

TCNJ

4-3

5-3

Buffalo St.

4-4

4-5

W. Paterson

2-5

3-5

Brockport

2-5

2-6

Morrisville St.

1-6

1-7

West. Conn.

0-7

0-8

This Week
11/5 @ Rowan

1 p.m.

Last Week
10/29 MSU 38, Western Conn. 7

Men’s Soccer
NJAC
RU-Camden
MSU
WPU
Rowan
Stockton
RU-Newark
NJCU
Ramapo
TCNJ

6-0-2
5-1-2
4-2-2
4-2-2
3-3-2
3-3-2
2-5-1
1-6-1
0-6-2

Overall
14 - 2 - 2
15 - 2 - 3
13 - 4 - 3
9-5-4
11 - 6 - 4
11 - 8 - 2
6 - 10 - 2
7-8-2
5-8-4

This Week

11/5 NJAC Tournament Championship
@ RU-Camden
4 p.m.

Who’s Hot This Week
Chris D’Andrea
Running Back — Football
D’Andrea was nearly the entire Red Hawk offense in a
38-7 victory against Western Connecticut. On 28 carries
he rushed for 231 yards and three touchdowns, scoring
from four yards, one yard and 36 yards out respectively.
D’Andrea was named MSU Athlete of the Week and
NJAC Offensive Player of the Week for his performance
this game.

Gina Policastro
Goalkeeper — Women’s Soccer
Policastro held the sixth-ranked William Paterson Pioneers scoreless through two overtimes, then stopped
them in penalty kicks to allow the Red Hawks to take a
3-1 victory in PKs and advance to the semifinals in the
NJAC Tournament.

Last Week
10/26 MSU 2, Ramapo 1
11/2 MSU 2, WPU 0

Women’s Soccer
Rowan
TCNJ
MSU
Stockton
NJCU
WPU
RU-Camden
Ramapo
RU-Newark

NJAC
Overall
8 - 0 - 0 13 - 4 - 0
7 - 1 - 0 11 - 3 - 2
6 - 2 - 0 13 - 5 - 2
5 - 3 - 0 13 - 5 - 4
4 - 4 - 0 13 - 7 - 0
2-5-1
5-8-2
2-5-1
2 - 11 - 2
1-7-0
3 - 12 - 2
0 - 8 - 0 4 - 15 - 0

Last Week
10/31 NJAC Tournament 1st round:
MSU 0, William Paterson 0 (2OT)
(MSU advances 3-1 in Penalty Kicks)
11/1 NJAC Tournament Semifinals:
TCNJ 1, MSU 0

Field Hockey
TCNJ
MSU
Rowan
Kean
Ramapo
WPU
Stockton

NJAC

Overall

6-0
5-1
4-2
3-3
1-4
1-5
0-6

18 - 2
17 - 1
13 - 6
10 - 5
11 - 5
4 - 14
9-8

This Week
11/5 NJAC Tournament Championship
@ TCNJ
6 p.m.

Game of the Week

Last Week
10/29 MSU vs Wilkes -- Cancelled
11/2 NJAC Tournament Semifinals:
MSU 4 , Rowan 3 (OT)

NJAC Championship Games:
Men’s Soccer
Saturday, November 5 @ Rutgers-Camden
3 p.m.
Field Hockey
Saturday, November 5 @ TCNJ
6 p.m.

Volleyball
Stockton
Ramapo
Rowan
MSU
RU-Camden
WPU
RU-Newark
NJCU

NJAC

Overall

7- 0
6-1
5-2
3-4
3-4
2-5
2-5
0-7

23 - 8
26 - 6
15 - 15
12 - 18
14 - 16
17 - 11
8 - 19
7 - 20

Last Week
10/29 MSU 3, Manhattanville 1
10/29 Centenary 3, MSU 2
11/1 Rutgers-Camden 3, MSU 1

Field Hockey advances
to take on TCNJ in NJAC
Championship game
p. 20

Check out TheMontclarion.org Men’s Soccer trumps
on Monday for Recaps of this William Paterson in
Semifinals
Weekend’s Games
MontclarionSports@gmail.com

p. 21

Red Hawks Plow Through Mustang Defense
MSU dominates West. Conn. despite snowy Homecoming

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

The Red Hawks’ offense lines up in the red zone against the during a 38-7 win
over the Western Connecticut Mustangs on Saturday, Oct. 29.

Even when the Red Hawks walked onto the field, the field crew was still working
on making the field playable.

Sarah Sachais | The Montclarion

Both the snow and the wind were worse than anybody had originally expected. The field conditions greatly affected both teams’ gameplans.
Jay Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

Even with the unanticipated snowfall
covering Sprague Field last Saturday,
Oct. 29, Montclair State University found
no trouble fighting the cold conditions en
route to their victory against Western
Connecticut, where they dominated
38-7.
With the snow starting to blanket the
field early in the game, both teams knew
passing the ball would be extremely hard.
MSU, which features one of the top rushing attacks in the NJAC conference by
senior running back Chris D’Andrea and
sophomore running back A.J. Scoppa,
was ready to hand the ball off with confidence.
D’Andrea and Scoppa ended up run-

ning the entire Red Hawk offense;
D’Andrea rushed for 231 yards and three
touchdowns while Scoppa rushed for 109
yards, capped off with a 60-yard touchdown run.
For his performance in this game
D’Andrea was named NJAC Offensive
Player of the Week for the second time
this season and third time in his collegiate career. He was also named MSU
Player of the Week (along with freshman
and women’s soccer forward Francesca
Gibson); this is the second time D’Andrea
has been named MSU Player of the Week
this season.
D’Andrea’s 231 yards against Western
Connecticut is the second most in the
NJAC conference for a single game this
season; his 239-yard game earlier this
season against Salve Regina stands firm
in first place.

Evidence of a run-happy game could
be seen in both quarterback’s statistics. Montclair junior quarterback Drew
Cathey threw the ball for 18 yards on six
attempts with two completions — one for
11 yards to Omar Morales and the other
for seven yards to Nick Cassetta.
Western Connecticut quarterback Will
Arndt had an even more run-friendly stat
line, going three for 18 in pass attempts
with two interceptions. Neither team
scored, or did much of anything, through
the air.
With just over a quarter left to go in
the game, sophomore defensive lineman
Matt Trivigno intercepted an Arndt pass
at Western Connecticut’s 11-yard line
and ran it in for a defensive touchdown.
If Scoppa’s 60-yard run wasn’t the
dagger, Trivigno’s defensive touchdown
certainly put the game out of reach for

the Mustangs who, at this point, needed
to overcome a 38-point deficit in one
quarter.
Montclair State’s victory puts their
record at 6-1 in the NJAC conference and
7-1 overall. Their Division III ranking
reached as high as ninth a few weeks
ago, but after their loss to The College
of New Jersey they fell to numbers 17
and 21 overall (in the D3football.com and
American Football Coaches Association
polls, respectively).
Montclair is back on the road facing off
against conference and state rival Rowan
University at 1 p.m. this Saturday, Nov.
5.
Rowan is in fourth place in the NJAC
conference after losing to Kean University,
and they look to upset Montclair, who
is currently tied for the top spot with
Kean.

